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INTRODUCTION 

As is the case fur much of conU-mpurary I T : h in high energy physics, the 

area of CP (the product of charge conjugation and par i ly ) violat ing in A" decays 

is to be seen in I he context of a much hioadcr effort of locking foi physics beyond 

the Standard Model . One of the sp«>cific types of such physics is represented by 

the possibi l i ty of a four th family, as exemplified by the t i t le and main focus of this 

conference. From the broader persepective of looking for new physics of any k i n d , 

there are two principal avenues: 

(1) The high energy route involves the direct observation of new quarks, new 

leplons, heavy l l iggs bosons . . . Of necessity, this involves accelerators which 

art- at the high energy frontier That frontier, in the paM few vcaib, has 

birgiin to yield quark-quark (from protou-anl iprotn i i colliders) collisions at. 

to ta l energies of order 100 GeV. We now have Icploi i lepton (From electron-

positron colliders) collisions in this range and qiiark-rpjark collisions probing 

physics up to several hundred l i c V . Kxperimeii ls at the SSt" wi l l be allow 

us to explore physics at the 1000 C«-Y scale and above This is the natural 

cont inuat ion of the li''l<) of high energy phys io lo higher and higher mass 

scales. 

(2) The " low energy" route also can involve i ln- dir«'« I observation of new par 

t ides such as addi t ional light i The conf irmation of nonzero tiei.< 

t r ino mass and iu i \ i i ip would n>fieatc- physics beyond the Standard Model 

AN well. However, n i inb of the work al "low energy" aims to be sensitive to 

new physics through the indirect efferis of v i r tua l , heavy particles. Thew, 
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through precision niras*,in'iin-»ts, giw n> a window oti tl»- high energ\ vtirM 

which others attack directly. While denned a ~hiw eneig\" or low mass w ale 

route, in many cases it is implemented at high energy experimental facilities, 

using them to produce intense fluxes of low mass particles whose p rope r ty 

with respect to electrowcak interactions are then studied. In this Utter mode. 

we search for physics beyond the Standard Mndel through: 

(a) Processes forbidden in the Standard Model, such as would be induced 

by lepton-flavor changing neutral currents. 

(b) Indications thai CP-violating phenomena have an origin other than from 

the nontrivial phase in the quark-flavor mixing matrix of the Standard 

Mode). 

( 0 Deviations from expected rates, especially for rare processes which arc 

sensitive to heavy virtual particles (from a fourth generation, suprrsym-

metry, left-right electroweak gauge symmetry, etc.) This is especially 

true of CP-violating processes, which in some cases are especially sensi

tive to the top quark and possible other high-mass particles. 

As we pin down and measure the parameters associated with each of the par

ticles in the Standard Model, we use these numbers, together with our improved 

calculational skills, to obtain updated predictions Then we can return to the for 

mer perspective of looking for physics beyond the Standard Model by comparing 

these predictions with all previous d*ta and by pointing to further experiments 

which are yet more sensitive to new physics. 

A phenomenologist examining the possibilities for new physics in rare decays 
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IHfiU !•• If at igiiriiiili •! Willi irLlivrlv frw gem-nt Ifvnrnati <tivii'i «iri)>. 'I !*• - - .in-

some pi-in-^o wlinh are forbidden in the Standard Model t<< any ordci Ait 

example i> leploim Hfiuir rliiinging neutral < uirrDls. They ruin'1' occur at Mir 

level" through the diagtam it) Fig. I. wludi «••itlcl represent tin rxrliaii)!' *»f a 

flavor changing "*lu>r*7*»nl iiV* gauge boson, for example. Mien- are also proi r-ses. 

wliirh while forbidden at tree level in the Standard Modi-l, can on ur at "one 1-..JJ»," 

as indicated by tlje penguin and box diagrams shown in Fig 2 

N>»vv let in, take a closer look al the subjei t (if CI' vjulali'Jii. 

OF VIOLATION IN THK S T A N D A R D MODEL A N D A' DFXAVS 

TIK- Standard Model allows for CI* violation in the form of pha-.es origmn'ing 

ill tin- >]iiaik mixing matrix when thore are tiim- or more genetatiorm of quarks ,uid 

lepLon? Wit.li just three generations, there is precisely one noiitriMa] C\' violating 

phase With four generations, there are three such phases. 

The compulation of any difference of rates between a given pro*«•$•» and ii«- ('V 

conjugate process (or of a OP-viola) lug amplitude) always ha> ilir form HI the 

three-generation ca.se): 

P - P <x $]*-*v t<-it\\ sin t>hM = ."ii.'ij,i«ijri2r.M<-JjMiicn . (I) 

where we express things first in the original parftinetriitaiiori of the v i a tk mix 

ing matrix and then m the "preferred" paramrtrizalion aflopted by the Partide 

Data firoup.* using the shorthand that s, — siiidj and c, - cosfl, Our present 

experimental knowledge assine* us that the approximation of setting the rosiniv 
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t o unity inducts errors of at most a few percent. In that case the combination oT 

factors in Kq. (1), involving the invariant measure of OP violation, 3 becomes the 

approximate coinninalion, 

. s^s 2 ^s in i / iAf = J«i2^-J3^i3 sin Aj3 , [2) 

which was recognized earlier as characteristic of OP-violating effects in the three-

gem*ration Standard Model.* This combination of factors is (after removing .sj, 

whose value is accurately known) 

5 2 .s 3 sin 6KM = V V * , 

where we have used the "old" parametrization. 

I lie Kobayaj;hi Maskawa factors in the difference of rales in Kq. {1) defines the 

"price of O P violation" in the Standard Model. This "price*1 must be paid some

where. It could be that it is paid in terms of these factors being found primarily 

in the decay rate for the process itself, which results in a very small branching 

ratio, but possibly then in a large asymmetry between particle and anliparticle. 

On the other hand, the price could be paid by having these factor* mostly in the 

asymmetry between particle and antiparticle decays, which is then correspondingly 

small. 

Tin- latter situation is characteristic of A" decays, where S* enters the ra te 

for the usual weak decays, leaving s i s j - ^ for the asymmetry between particle and 

antiparticle decays. This is a plus on the theoretical side and a minus on the 

experimental side. The theoretical good news is thai CP-violating asymmetries 
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iii tin- neutral A' system arc iiaiwal.y at the 1(1 * levi-1. m agreement with the 

measured value of |r j . The experimental bad news is tha t , no mat ter wlial the A' 

decay process. C*I*-violai iiiR asymmeii les 01 ainplil udes arc always I>IMM|; to tnni am 

the factor -•<j.i3fl(i, which is of order HP*. 

It is then not so surprising thai after '1~> years the total evidence for (*P violation 

ill nature consists of a nonzero value of tin* paiameter (, representing ( ' ( ' violation 

in the A - A' mass matr ix, awl one statist!* ally signiJirant measurement' ' uf a 

lion Zero value of the parameter t', representing C\' violation in the A' —' r : decay 

ampli tude itself, lixperimejits at rVrmilal/' and al CKKN 5 ar» toiitiiuiiiiv with 

the aim of r eduung the statistical and systematic errors to n level where if the 

central value of the CKRN experiment Imlds. a nonzero value of <' will In- firmly 

established • 

Such a value of (' is consistent, ' "•' with in rathet large imrertainl u* of the rele 

vaitt hadromc matrix element, with the three generation Standard Model Indeed 

it was suggested 10 years ago that if CI ' violation originated in a phaM- -if the 

three generation quark nosing matrix and if oi»e loop "penguin" diagrams, an vx 

Atnplr of which is shown in I'if! '.\. give an important pan of the A •• r r dec a\ 

Atupliliule, then a nonzero and measurable •' would result 

While the thn«e generation Standard Model plausihl) explains CI ' violation at-

it is observed Up to now. we would like 1u obtain additional evidence thai points 

it) this direction. If we ruiild find several experimental pro<esses which exhibit 

measurable CI 1 violating Hied*, and all <ould lie fit by a single value of the ah 

iuiito free phase in the mixing matrix, then v,r will have gone a long way (owriid 

establishing this as the correct explanation If, on the contrary, the standard model 
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cannot Account for the results of these experiments, HO much the better—we'd have 

evidence for physics beyond the three-generation Standard Model. 

There are several ways to accomplish this; none of them is e?sy. One is to look 

for CP-viotating effects in the B meson system. Here the CI1-violating asymmetries 

potentially can be very large—of order 10"' or more in some rare modes, rather 

than the order 1 0 - 3 effects in the neutral A' mass matrix. The sheer numbers of 

B mesons estimated to be necessary to get a statistically significant effect put this 

exciting possibility many years in the future.11 

Another way is to consider other K decays where CP-violating effects, although 

very small, may occur with a different weighting (from that in K —» «*) between 

effects originating in the mass matrix and in the decay amplitude. Although these 

experiments arc also very difficult, there is the advantage of high intensity beams 

and sophisticated detectors already in existence to perform the measurements of 

t' and search for rare A' decays. Possible K decays which come to mind include 

A' —» 3T, A' —» 7Tr, and A' —• w ^ , ' 2 - 1 4 

THE DECAY KL — ir°(+(' 

Another A' decay in which it is possible to observe CP violation and which 

has emerged as the object of concentrated theoretical and experimental study is 

KL ~* * 0 « + « ~ . If we define A"j and K<i to be the even and odd CP eigenstates, 

respectively, of the neutral A' system, then KL —• ir0e+e~ has three contributions: 

• Through a two photon intermediate state: 

A'2 -* 7T° 77 —' *°<:+e~ . (3) 
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Thin is higher order in o, hut is CI* conserving. 

• Through the small [proportional to t) part of the A'/, which is A'j due tc> CI' 

violation in the musa matrix: 

(4) 

We call this "indirect" CP violation. 

• Through the large pari of the Ki which is A'2 due to CP violation in the 

decay amplitude: 

K2 -» «° 7* .H„I - *°e + <- • (5) 

We call this "direct" CP violation. 

The question before us is the relative magnitude of these three contributions. 

Let us take them one at a time. 

« The CP-conserving amplitude has a history of some uncertainty If we con-

Bidcr the absorptive part of the amplitude corresponding to Fig 4, il involve* 

the product of the amplitude for A'/. -• ir° 7*r with the QKD amplitude for 

77 —* c*e~. With two real photons, there are two possible Lorentz inv&mnl 

amplitudes for h'i —• *° 77, One is the coefficient of I-„J FMl]. which enr 

responds to the two photons being in a state with total angular momentum 

aero, Consequently, it picks up a factor of m, when contracted with the QF:,D 

amplitude^ as the interactions are all chiralily conserving. Its contribution 

to the branching ratio for KL —* T°e +t~ is totally negligible.15 
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The other invariant amplitude is the coefficient of a tensor which contains 

two more powers of momentum. One might hope for its contribution to 

be suppressed by angular momentum barrier factors. Hecause of the extra 

powers of momentum, in chiral perturbation theory this amplitude is put in 

by hand and its coefficient not predicted. An order of magnitude estimate 

may be obtained by pulling out the known dimcnsionful factors in terms of 

powers of /» ami asserting that the remaining coupling strength should be of 

order one . 1 0 The brandling ratio for A'; —* it0 e + e ~ is then of order 1 0 " M . 

Again, the CP-conserving amplitude would make a negligible contribution 

to the decay rate. However, an old-fashioned vector dominance pole model 

predicts 1 7 a much bigger invariant amplitude and a consequent much bigger 

branching ratio of order 10*" n . roughly at the level as that arising from 

the CP-vioUtiug amplitudes (see below). The applicability of such a model, 

however, can be challenged on the grounds that the low energy theorems 

and Ward identities of chiral perturbation theory are not being satisfied. 1 8 

The consistent implementation of vector dominance with the chiral and other 

ronsiraiitts may lead to an extra suppression factor. The final answer for this 

amplitude remains to be seen both theoretically and experiment<tlK 

• We may estimate the contribution to the decay rate from the amplitude 

induced by "indirect" CP violation by using the identity: 

B[KL - 7 r ° r + c " ) i n d i r f C t = B(K+ - ^ r V " ) x 

T ^ x n / M - g y - o r(A-I-.*°<+t-),.diWCI

 f 6 ) 

'*•• r ( A > - * * + e + r - ) X I'lA't -n r^e + r - ) 

Experimental values* of 2.7 x 1(T 7 and 4.2 may be inserted for the first two 
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factors on the righlhand side. The la>t factor is |< |- by tin* definition of what 

we moan by "indirect" CI* violation in the commit ion where AQ{ K —• **) i.s 

real. The third factor can be measured directly one (Jay, Tor the moment it 

t« tin* subject of model-dependent theoretical rah ulalions, with a value of 1 

if the transition between the A' and the JT is A J = 1/2 This is the case for 

the short-distance amplitude whirh involves A transition from a strange to a 

down quark. For A / = 3/2. the corresponding value is 4. With both isospin 

amplitudes present and interfering, any \*al»e is possible , ! ' Kientnally, an 

experimental measurement of I'tA'.s" -* jr n ' + (~) will take all the present 

mode) dependence away. I*'or now. using a value of unity for this factor 

makes 

I3{Ki - i r V r ),„,,„„, = 0.5H x ID" 1 1 (7) 

• The amplitude for "direct" ('1* violation amies from penguin diagrams with a 

photon or Z boson replacing tin- usual glnon and also from box diagram!- with 

quarks (of charge 2r/3) , lop tons (neutrinos) and W bosons as sides.. a> shown 

in Fig. 5. For values of rn, << M\\-. it is lln- VleriromagnetK penguin' that 

giv<s* the dominant short-distance contribution to the amplitude, wlmh \< 

summarized in the Wilson corffui«-nt of the appropriate opetatui. 

Q:\- = o (ji-kpll - •y . i ' / ) ( ' -^< ) . 

and wliich behaves like fuitnj/iuj). The Z penguin and IV box graph mn 

tribtiljous are "suppressed" by a power of rnj/.V^ While this was sufficient 

reason to omit them in calculations a number of years ago. it is no loniv'f 
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tenable when we contemplate values of mi -- Mn>, In fact, the "Z penguin" 

and *W box" contributions add another operator, 

and together make contributions which become comparable to that of the 

"electromagnetic penguin1' for large m*. 

In somewhat more detail, the CP-violaling amplitude for A'j —» xQe+c~ is ob

tained by taking matrix elements of an effective Hamtltonian written in terms of 

the low mass quarks n, d. And a which are involved in the initial and final states of 

strange particle decays. 1'he calculation proceeds by starting with the theory writ

ten in terms of the weak gauge boson and quark fields, and successively integrating 

out the heavy quanta from the theory. One starts at the largest momentum scale 

and moves to the lowest, at each stage making use of renormalifcation group equa

tions to calculate the coefficients of the operators in the effective theory composed 

of those quarks still extant at that stage. The calculation proceeds somewhat dif

ferently than it did nine years ago, 3 0 in that we remove the t quark and IV from 

the theory together. 2 1 , 2 2 At each stage of the calculation we will be left with an 

effective Hamiltonian in the form of a sum of Wilson coefficients times operators: 

W = % O * L<?.(/'2)<?, + he. , (8) 

where ft is the renormalization scale which at the final stage will be set below the 

charm quark mass to a value appropriate for A' decays. Included in the sum in 

Eq. (8) are the operators Qf\' and Q7/4 defined above, along with their appropriate 
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coefficients, '["he CP-violating amplitude in which we are interested is proportional 

to the imaginary part of the Wilson coefficients and thence the difference of the 

contributions from the top and charm quarks: 

/mC7 = SJSSS^CT,! - C ? , C ) , (9) 

where the tilde indicates that the Kobayshi-Maskawa factor has been removed from 

the coefficient. Because it depends on the difference of top and charm contributions, 

any dependence of the individual contributions on the renonnalization point, / i \ 

cancels out. 

There are sizable QCD corrections to the "electromagnetic penguin," which 

reduce its magnitude, as shown in Fig. 6. However, they do not depend much on 

the top quark mass or SQCD and can be reliably calculated. Since the *% penguin" 

and "W box" contributions come almost entirely from the top quark, which lies 

up at the weak scale, the QCD corrections to these contributions are small and ate 

neglected. 

As can be seen in Fig- 7, the coefficient Ciy comes largely from the "ele«in, 

magnetic penguin,* even after its reduction from QCD corrections Tin* would not 

be the case if the ?. couplings to charged teptons were not small due to the partu 

uiar value for sin?c?w chosen in nature. On the other hand, the "electrotnagm-tic 

penguin" cannot contribute to C7/1, and here it is the "2 penguin" winch gives the 

dominant contribution, as shown in Fig. 8. 

The overall decay rate due to these "direct" CP-vioUtinp amplitudes can he 

obtained by relating the hadronir matrix elements of the opera i<>r<> Qu an<i Q-4 
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to that which occurs in /\' cj decay. Then we find that 

8(KL - * i r V e - ) / ) / W K r 7 = l -OxlO" 5 {S,**H)2 {{ImCj)2+ (lmC1A)2\ (10) 

The last factor, shown in Fig. 9, ranges 3 1 between about 0.1 and 1,0, and as 

s&i** < 2.5 v I " " 3 A » d 's typically of order 1 0 - 3 ; the corresponding branching 

ratio induced by this amplitude alone for I\i —* jruf"*f" is around 1 0 - ' 1 . Note 

lhal when m, £ 150 GeV, the contribution from CJA overtakes thai from Civ. 

and it is the "Z penguin" and "U r box / coming from the lop quark with small 

Q('I) corrections, which dominate the decay rate. 

Tims it appears at this point that the contributions from the CP-conserving. 

"indirect" OP-violaling. ami "direct" CP-viol»ting amplitudes could all he compa

rable. The situation is entirely different than in A' -+ rr, an advertised, Hopefully, 

over the - . t few years the OP-conserving and "indirect" CP-violating amplitudes 

will lie pinu 'd down much better, permitting an experimental measurement of this 

decay to be interpreted in terms of the magnitude of 1 he "direrl" ('P-violating 

amplitude 

T H E DECAY A / - r 'Vr 

1 he decay I\j —* it t/f^f is an even more striking < xample of a process in which 

tin' relative size of various contributions to tin- drrav rati' are totally different3 : i 

than in J\ —* im. There is of course neither an "rlntiomagnetic penguin" nor 

a two photon, CP conserving contribution to the amplitude. Furthermore, the 

"indirect" CP violation arising from the neutral A" mass matrix gives a negligible 

contribution to the decay rate. That leaves us with just the "£ penguin" and "If 
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hox;" the V A character of the gauge ln'.snii couplings lo neutrinos allows only the 

operator: 

lteing OP violating, it is llii' imaginary pari of ('v that is required 

Im (\ = {w*W\i -O,.) , (11) 

which is totally dominated liy the lo|i quark eonlrilmlioii. The hraiituing rat.it> 

(per neutrino flavor) is 

B(1<1 - . TT'V/'V) * 2.1 x 1 0 s ( > > . s 3 , / ) i ; \r\, -<~\,f\l . (12) 

will' the latter quantity shown in t i g . 3 Again, as >.<.•*,••*•> is of ordei 10" , I IK* 

linnx'liitig ratio with three generations of neutrinos is of order H P 1 1 . The {}('{) 

corrections to the r quark conl rihnl ion should !»• small, making eliis theoretically an 

ideal decay in which to study CI ' violation in 1 lie decay amplitude. Kxperiinenially, 

the problems are, to say the lea.it. very formidable "' 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

1) Trw-lrvrl diagram involving a flavoj changing gaugi' bos^n. 

2) One-loop diagrams giving rise to flavor changing proT?>s<v, 

3) "Penguin" diagram which contributes to OP violation in i(i«* aiiiplsiud.- d.r 

A' —¥ nr. 

4) Diagrams involving K> —> r^f, ~* ruf* f whirh give a (T-toiiS'-rvii,,! ri>h 

tribulioti to h't ~* v°l+(-. 

5) Three diagrams giving a short distance contribution to the process- A' -

TT(+£~: (a) the "electromagnetic penguin;" (bj the UZ peuguu. " (c! tIi«- "U" 

box." 

fi) C\l- = ^Vt'r ~ ^-71'f f L S a f"rirlimi of 7»Jf without (da.slwd MJIWI and v.iid 

(solid curves) QCD corrections for .\QCJ) ^ 100 and 2*>0 MA', fnmi iM. 2) 

7) Contributions to the tTioffif ii'jtt f'71 from e&< )i of ils component* iin "elet 

tromagnotic penguin . r the "Z penguin" atjil tin* "box" diapran.- «:,•! 'in 

loul C-y with QC'I) corrociionr- (vilid curvvM with \Q/o = r>" M»-'-. ^n'1 

the total coefficient without Cj('l> (orrertn'hs tdahhed mi vet .»- « f.iin'n.: 

of m ( ; from Rof. 21 

R) Contributions to the coefFn 11-11J f 7., frum lh*> " / penguin" fii. ! "":."- •! .t 

grains a.6 a function of w, Unm \{>l J] 

9] I h«'quantities f '̂71 )* and 1 ("74 >'a> o fiin< 11'Hi ufi/i(. ^M'l tl.» • --J:!. •' -i *-
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QCD comMitms, wliit'h ctil<*r» I In* liratu'liing ratio iii<lu"<l for A/. -• *"' *l 

by CI' violation in the decay ain|>litiirii-: from Iti-F. 21 

10) The quantity lC»j — O.*-!**. -Iiicli enters the branching ratio On tin- CI' 

violating decay A*;, —» naf/i't, as a function of m*. 
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